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Abstract.  
 

Object recognition systems relying on local descriptors are increasingly used  because of their perceived 
robustness with respect to occlusions and to global geometrical deformations. Descriptors of this type -- 
based on a set of oriented Gaussian derivative filters -- are used in our recognition system. In this paper, we 
explore a multiview 3D object recognition system that does not use explicit geometrical information. The 
basic idea is to find discriminant features to describe an object across different views. A boosting procedure is 
used to select features out of a large feature pool of  local features  collected from the positive training 
examples. We describe experiments on face images with excellent recognition rate. 



1 Introduction 
 

In the last decade, many object recognition systems have been proposed both at the level of categorization 
[4][5][23][24][25][26] and of identification of specific objects [8][9]. Recent reports describe good 
performances under various conditions such as different illuminations and clutter backgrounds. Lowe [8] 
developed an object identification system that works well in cluttered scenes and achieves rotational and scale 
invariance by using a unique local descriptor called “SIFT” inspired by Edelman and Poggio [18]. Matching 
is performed by efficient nearest neighbor search and by generalized Hough transform followed by solving for 
the affine parameters. The system can learn an object model from a single image. Inspired by his work, using 
local features for object recognition becomes trend and several recognition systems combined with statistical 
learning have been proposed [21][22]. 

Wallraven [21] proposed local kernels for SVM to learn the object model from multiple image samples. 
Their system practically provides good performance while the kernel turns out to be having theoretical 
problems (the kernel is actually not positive definite). Their kernel takes an average over the max correlation 
(score) between local features and it causes the features less-distinctive. We solve this problem by taking 
every max correlation value as one feature and select good features out of the huge feature pool. We show 
later how distinctive features are selected during the learning procedure. Csurka [22] introduced “bags of 
keypoints” to object recognition. Their system computes SIFT local features and clustering technique was 
used to build “visual vocabulary” and an SVM classifier is trained to classify each category such as faces, cars. 
The input features to SVMs are the number of occurrences of each key feature. Confusion matrix was used to 
evaluate the performances with relatively small set of negative test examples. Our report here differs from 
their report in that we are exploring the level of full-multiview object identification and therefore, we do not 
perform clustering since we found clustering makes each local feature less-distinctive. Additionally, we use 
max correlation values for classified feature while they use binned histograms where features are thresholded 
using Euclidian distance. In that sense, we do not use any heuristic and those thresholds are learned for each 
feature during the learning. Moreover, we consider object detection in the real world clutter environment and 
so we prepared great number of negative test images to examine the system by plotting the ROC curves. 

Another difficulty of object recognition is that due to the viewpoint change, local patterns change 
drastically, especially for the rigid objects which causes recognition difficult. In this report, we show how 
viewpoint-robust local features are selected during the learning procedure which none of the above authors 
have focused on. 

As we show later, our system can also be used for face identification task. Although there are several works 
in the literature which used local features and AdaBoost classifiers for the face identification [27] [28], their 
performances are limited because of the geometry constraints on the face. Main advantage of our system is 
that our system is invariant to change in position and rotation (both in plane and in depth) of the face.  

In [1], we have evaluated the performance of  local descriptors based on sets of oriented Gaussian 
derivatives which are the filter responses biologically found in human’s primary visual cortex. We have 
performed the comparison in terms of criterion of selectivity and invariance by seeing how local patterns 
change through various transformations and shown that our Gaussian descriptors are robust against affine 
changes. We also implemented a simple recognition system similar to Lowe’s that can learn object model 
from a single image. We achieved good recognition ability even if objects are partially occluded and even 
with different illuminations. The system uses the same threshold for all the features to find one to one 
correspondences of the local features followed by homography estimation. It became clear that some local 
features are better at discriminating a specific object. We describe here a system capable of finding 
discriminant and specific features while tuning the threshold for those features. Motivated by Morgenstern 
and Heisele [11], our system uses correlation features computed from a “feature pool”. Our system differs 
from the one in [11] in that we use rotation invariant Gaussian derivative based features at the corner-like 
points detected in the image. In addition, the recognition does not use any explicit geometrical information. 
Of course, objects might have different geometry depending on the viewpoint (see [11]). Therefore, in this 
report, we focus on how oriented filter helps geometry-free recognition. We also report the face recognition 
performance on the well-used ORL database. Comparisons with two other statistical classifiers, SVM and 
boosting, are also described. The main contribution of this paper is (1) to propose a framework that can 
effectively select viewpoint-distinctive features for full-multiview object recognition, (2) to propose a simple 



yet powerful framework for integrating full object views into just one model (3) to show extensive and 
excellent experimental results on face recognition and full-multiview object recognition. 

In section 2, we review a simple-cell type local descriptor based on the Gaussian derivatives, implemented 
using “steerable filters” [6]. Section 3 overviews the system. We describe the main experiments in section 4 
and 5. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
 
2 A simple-cell type local descriptor based on sets of oriented Gaussian derivatives 
2.1  Steerable filters 
 

Gaussian derivatives are widely used filters with spatial orientation selectivity as well as frequency 
selectivity. The steerable filter [6] response for the nth order Gaussian derivative )(θnG  to an arbitrary 
orientation θ  is, given the Gaussian distribution G: 
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where )(θink  is the coefficient of the basis. 
We use Gaussian derivatives up to the third order, with four orientations and three widths: 1,2, and 4. The 
vector length of the jet descriptor associated with a location in the image is 3x3x4=36. The descriptor can be 
made more powerful by combining the neighboring four jets, which are five pixels away from the center pixel. 
In this case the length of the local descriptor is 36x5=180. The local descriptor used in the experiments is 
shown in Figure 1. See [1][2][3] about the detail of the descriptor. 
 
2.2  Rotation invariant local descriptor 

   
Figure1. Gaussian derivatives up to the third order with four orientations and three scales are computed and expanded 
using four neighboring pixel locations },,{ .21 iJJJJ ⋅⋅⋅= , 
where )},,({ σθλGJi = , dthGaussianWinorientatioorder :,:,: σθλ  

 
Rotational invariance of the descriptor is achieved by computing a gradient orientation at a center pixel 

location, and normalizing the jet by “steering” the filter responses. The gradient orientation can be computed 



 
Figure 2. System Overview: Local features are collected from positive training examples and maximum 
correlations are computed to make correlation features fed into a classifier. Note that when considering multiclass 
recognition, different features are used to make feature pool. 

from the first order derivative responses of our descriptor. 
 
α = atan2(Gx(σ ),Gy(σ ))                       (2) 

 
where Gx and Gy are the first order derivatives of the Gaussian and σ is the largest width of the Gaussian 
(σ =4), respectively. Once the main orientation of the center pixel is computed, the filter responses at the 
center pixel are steered. Four neighboring pixel locations and their filter responses are also steered to create a 
rotational invariant descriptor. The steered nth order Gaussian derivative is computed by following: 
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where α  is the main orientation at the center pixel. 
 
3 Boosting local features without geometric information 
3.1 Correlation Features 
 

The basic idea of our approach -- motivated by Morgenstern and Heisele[11] -- is to collect local features 
from the positive training images and thus create a feature pool. The pool features represent a “dictionary” of 
features that describes the object. When considering multi-class recognition, a feature pool is created for each 
class with a different set of local features. Local features based on the Gaussian derivatives are computed on 
corner-like points detected by Harris measure [7]. Once the feature pool is created, all the positive and 
negative training images are used to compute “correlation features”: for each feature in the pool, the 
maximum of the (normalized) correlation over all the local features in a sample is computed for each training 
sample. Therefore, if N features are in the pool, every training image has a N-dimensional feature vector. We 
call this vector a “correlation feature” and this is the input to the classifier. An overview of the system is 
shown in Figure 2.  
We can use any kind of classifiers such as Support Vector Machine and boosting. Our expectation is that even 
without geometric information, the descriptors are sufficiently discrimnant. The correlation features might be 



Discrete AdaBoost Algorithm (Freund & Schapire [14]) 
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common features across the viewpoint of the object or distinctive features for a specific viewpoint. Our report 
differs from [11] in that we detect corner-like points for the local features and do not use geometric 
information. The advantage of using corner-like points is that those points usually have high information [10] 
(we do not need local features on the white background as Morgenstern [11] reported on “bird” object). At run 
time local features on the interest points are used to compute a correlation features which is fed into the 
previously trained classifier. 

Gentle AdaBoost Algorithm (Friedman, Hastie & Tibshirani [12])  
1.Initialize weights NiNwi ,...,2,1,/1 == 　 , where  is the number of samples. N
2.Repeat for : Mm ,...,2,1=
(a) Fit the regression stump by minimizing a weighted squared error )(xfm
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3.2 SVM, Discrete AdaBoost, Gentle AdaBoost 
 

SVM and boosting are successful classifiers in a host of real-world applications [4]. AdaBoost was 
originally proposed by Freund and Schapire [13][14]. Later, Friedman et. al. [12] proposed a modified version 
of AdaBoost that uses additive regression as a weak learner and adaptive Newton steps for the optimization. 
They called the original AdaBoost as Discrete AdaBoost and claimed that their new Gentle AdaBoost often 
outperforms Discrete AdaBoost. Both algorithms are listed in the Algorithm Box. As can be seen, Gentle 
AdaBoost uses real-valued regression rather than the {-1, +1} of Discrete AdaBoost. 
 
 
3.3 Boosting local features 
 

In terms of performance, SVM and boosting (and as a matter of fact also square-loss regularization) are 
usually quite similar. An advantage of using boosting is that it might effectively perform feature selection 
during the learning. For instance, if the system holds initial 6000 features in the feature pool, it is necessary 
when using SVM to compute at run time all the correlation values for all the features. On the other hand, 
boosting may selects fewer features, say 200, thereby considerably speeding up computation at run time. 
Since we are effectively using a dicision stump (binary split decision tree) as weak classifiers, the learning 
procedure tunes the threshold for each feature. Good features can be selected by taking the minimum error of 
the features. In the experiments, we use both SVM and boosting and compare the results. 



 
4 Face identification 
4.1 CBCL datasets 
4.1.1 Datasets 
 
In the first experiment, we performed the face identification on our CBCL face database. The CBCL face 
database contains faces of 10 people with approximately 200 images per person. It has both male and female 
face images collected from various ethnic subjects. Sample images are shown in Figure 3. As shown in these 
images, there are variations in illuminations, face positions (not aligned to center), slight scale changes, and 
pose changes up to about 45 degrees of depth rotation and up to 30 degrees of in-plane rotation. Images are 
70x70 gray value. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Sample images from CBCL face database. This database contains 10 people with 
approximately 200 images per person. As can be seen, it has various changes in illumination, scale, 
pose, and facial expression. 
 

 
 
 



4.1.2 Experiment setup 
 
For each run, N images are randomly chosen as training images and remaining images are used for testing. 
Gaussian derivative based local features are computed on the corner-like points detected by the Harris corner 
detector for every training image. Approximately 50 points per image are detected in our experiments. These 
local features from positive examples are collected to build a feature pool. For instance, when we use 30 
training images, approximately 50x30 = 1500 features are in the pool. Then, all the positive and negative 
images are used to make the correlation feature vectors where each image represents approximately 
1500-dimensional correlation feature vector. All the results are averages of 10 runs. 
 
4.1.3 Classification methods 
 
Correlation feature vectors from the positive training examples are used to train the supervised learning 
machines. As we mentioned in the previous section, basically any kind of classifier can be used in our system. 
We use SVM and Boosting classifiers and compare the results. Figure 4 shows the ROC curve when 30 
images are used in training and 200 stumps for the Boosting. Linear SVM , RBF SVM, AdaBoost, Gentle 
AdaBoost are plotted in the figure. As shown in the figure, SVM classifiers are slightly better than the 
Boosting classifiers but not significant difference in performance. The advantage of using Boosting method is 
that the system can select 200 features out of huge feature pool (in this case, approximately 1500 features) 
that reduces computational cost. 
 

 
Figure 4.  ROC curve comparing performance of SVM and Boosting. 30 training images are used and 
as can be seen, SVM works slightly better than Boosting. Advantage of using Boosting is that it can 
effectively select features out of all the features. 
 

 
 
 
 



4.1.4 Number of training images 
We conduct experiments by changing the number of training images. 
ROC curve indicating the classifier performance is shown in Figure 5. Due to the difficulty of the database, 10 
images are not enough for the high performance. If we use 50 images for the training, recognition is almost 
perfect. 

 
Figure 5. ROC curve of a boosted face classifier using 200 stumps. The performance increases, as more training 
images are available. When 50 images are used for training, result is perfect. 

4.1.5 Number of weak classifiers 
We also conduct experiment how number of weak classifiers of the boosting affects the performance. As 

expected, if we use more weak classifiers, performance increases significantly. When 30 images are used for 

the training, a classifier using 1000 stumps is almost perfect as shown in ROC curve. 
 

 
Figure 6. ROC curve as a function of number of weak classifiers. When 1000 stumps are used, 
performance is even better than SVMs in Figure 4. 
 



4.1.6 Multiclass Recognition 
 
We also perform multiclass face recognition. The system has to identify the specific person out of 10 subjects. 
We trained 10 one-vs-all binary classifiers and take the maximum output. Results are shown in Table1. As 
shown in the table, if we have more images available for training, there is no significant difference in 
performance between SVMs and Boostings. However, the boosting performance is worse than SVMs when 
less than 10 images are used for training. Figure 7 shows recognition rate of each class. Person 5 and person 6 
are difficult due to the much variation in illumination and depth rotation. 

 
Figure 7.  Performance of each person. Figures show average recognition rate on 10 runs when 10 images are used for 
training (left) and 30 images are used for training. Some people are more difficult than the others to recognize. More the 
training images are available, performance of SVM and boosting getting closer. 

 
Classification Methods / Number of training images 5 images 10 images 20 images 30 images 

Linear SVM 82.1 % 90.3 % 95.0 % 97.2 % 

RBF SVM 84.3 % 92.4 % 95.9 % 97.2 % 

AdaBoost (200 stumps) 60.8 % 84.9 % 93.8 % 96.7 % 

GentleBoost (200 stumps) 68.5 % 87.7 % 93.8 % 96.7 % 
  Table 1. Recognition performance on CBCL face database.  
 
 
4.2 ORL face database 
 

We also perform multiclass face recognition on the Cambridge ORL face database. This database is an 
often used benchmark test set for face identification. The images are 112x92 pixels and have minor variation 
in facial expression and scale, and pose. Example images are shown in Figure. It contains 40 different subjects 
with 10 images each. Although this database is relatively easy, compared to the CBCL database (since the 
faces are aligned in the center of the image and subjects are placed on the uniform background), it is 
interesting to compare the results with other techniques reported in the literature. When 5 images are used for 
training and testing, our previous one-shot-learning system [2] achieved 97.5% recognition rate which is 
state-of-the-art performance. We tested our new approach to this data set. For each subject, N randomly 
chosen images are used for training and remaining 10-N images are used for the testing. Thus a total of Nx40 
images are used for training and (10-N)x40 are used for testing. The number of local features depends on the 



 

 
Figure 8.  Sample images from ORL face database. The database contains 40 subjects with 
minor variation of illumination, scale, and pose. Faces are aligned to the center of the image and 
uniform background is used. Each subject has 10 face images and randomly split set are used for 
training and testing.  

image but approximately 70 features are found in an image. For instance, when 5 images are used for training, 
there are 70x5=350 features are in the feature pool. Maximum correlations are computed for all the features. 
We trained the one-vs-all SVM classifiers and boosting classifiers for all the 40 people. In the testing, all the 
test data are classified into one of the 40 categories. The input feature vector is classified by all the 40 
classifiers. The classifier with maximum value provides the final decision. We run the experiment 30 times 
since the result is slightly different when different images are chosen as training and testing and considered 
the average result.  

 

Table 2 shows the results with other techniques such as Eigenface[15], SOM+CN[15], and ARENA[16]. As 
we can see from the table, the result is excellent: even with only 1 training image, the recognition rate of the 
SVM classifier is over 80%. When we use 3 images for training, performance is almost perfect. When 5 
images are used for the training, 12 out of 30 runs show 100% recognition rate. We should note here that 
boosting performs poorly compare to SVM. However, when the number of training images are more than 10, 
the performance of boosting increases significantly. We already showed the result on our own database 
containing more number of examples. 
 
 

# of Training images 1 image 3 images 5 images 

Eigenface [15] 61.4 % 81.8 % 89.5 % 

SOM+CN [15] 70.0 % 88.2 % 96.5 % 

ARENA [16] 74.7 % 92.2 % 97.1 % 

Linear SVM 84.4 % 96.5 % 99.3 % 

RBF SVM 84.5 % 96.8 % 99.3 % 

Gentle AdaBoost 74.7 % 74.8 % 78.6 % 

One Shot System [2] 50.3 % 82.9 % 97.5 % 

Table 2. Recognition performance on ORL face database 



 
Figure 9. Face recognition performance when different number of images are 
used for training. 
 

 
5 Full multiview 3D object recognition 
5.1 Integrating multiview to one object model  

- finding common features across the viewpoints and distinctive features to a particular viewpoint- 
 
In the previous section, we applied our system to the face recognition task and showed high recognition 
performance on the ORL and CBCL face databases. The next challenge was to apply the system to multiview 
3D object recognition. There are two major approaches for multiview 3D object recognition: 3D model based 
and 2D image based approaches. We use the latter approach where sequences of multiview images are used 
for training. One way to accomplish 3D multiview recognition from collection of 2D images is to use 
reference frames. In that method, a set of images separated by N degrees in depth rotation are chosen as 
references. For a planar object such as a painting, even if the viewpoint is changed 45 degrees, the images are 
still similar enough for detection. On the other hand, for a 3D object, 30 degrees interval might not be too 
much. In our approach, this problem is dealt with same way as framework described in the previous section. 
Local features are extracted from object images taken from the various viewpoint and good features are 
selected during the learning procedure. Those selected features are common features across the view or 
distinctive features of a certain viewpoint. Figure 9 shows one of the objects in our 3D object database. For 
this toy car object, 74 images (100x100) from the different viewpoint are used for the full multiview object 
training. As noted in the previous section, local features from the positive training examples are used to create 
a “feature pool” and “correlation features” are computed for all the positive and negative examples. 
Randomly cropped 4000 negative images are used as negative training examples. Some of the negative clutter 
scene images are shown in Figure 11. Other objects in our database are tested in the next sections. 
 
 
 
 



5.2 Results 
5.2.1 Toy Car Object 
 
As described in the previous subsection, 74 positive images are used for training. A total of 7089 features are 
extracted from full multiview images of this object. During the training, a 7089-dimensional correlation 
feature is computed for each training sample. In the experiments, we also extract 15x15 rounded gray patches 
at the interest points to compare the performance of our rotation invariant gaussian derivative 
descriptor(RIGD). SVM classifiers are also trained and compared to boosting with N stumps. (N=50,200,500) 
For testing, 100 positive images and 9000 negative images are used. 
All the positive test images are shown in Figure 12. We can see from the figure that test images are taken 
under different light conditions, and under significant changes in viewpoint and scales. Another difficulty here 
is that background where the object is placed also changes. Even though the test images are taken under 
different light conditions, results are good. The ROC is shown in Figure 13. For all the classifiers we train, 
RIGD (Rotation Invariant Gaussian Derivatives) descriptor shows better performance than the gray patch 
descriptor. If we use RIGD descriptor, 90% of the test images are recognized with extremely low false 
positive rate by the SVM classifier and boosting. With more than 200 stumps, boosting and SVM show almost 
the same performance. An advantage of the boosting is that it effectively performs feature selection during the 
learning. In this case, 200 features out of 7089 features are selected and shows almost the same performance. 
If more training samples taken under various environments were available, results might be even better. This 
recognition system achieves complete multiview object recognition in one model without considering 
reference frames nor even without geometric information. Moreover, due to the rotation invariance of the 
descriptor, basically, object images from any rotation, any viewpoint can be detected.  
 

 
Figure 10. All the 74 training images of toy car object. Images are taken from all the viewpoints and used for the training 
of multiview recognition system 



.  

     
 

Figure 11. Negative samples: randomly cropped cluttered scene images are used for both training and testing. 
 

 
Figure 12. All the 100 test images used in the experiment. Note that images are taken under different viewpoints, 
different light conditions, different backgrounds from the training set. Some images have motion blurs and also changed in 
scales. 
 

 



 
Figure 13. ROC of the toy car object. RIGD (Rotation Invariant Gaussian Derivatives) shows better curve than the gray 
patches for all the classifiers. With more than 200 stumps, SVM and Boosting shows almost the same performance. An 
advantage of Boosting is that 200 features out of 7089 features are selected during the learning. 
 
 

      
Figure 14. Some of the selected features by the Boosting procedure. Initially, 7089 features are in the pool. Note that 
different features are selected with gray patches (three left columns with red circles) and RIGD descriptor (three right 
columns with white circles). Diameter of the circle is 15x15pixels which is a support region of the gray patches. Wheels 
are selected for both descriptors. 
 
5.2.2 “METRO” newspaper 
 
We also tested different issues of newspaper with the same logo title on the top page. 
We use Boston “METRO” newspaper. 22 images from 9 different issues are used for training. All the training 
images are shown in Figure 15. Our expectation was that the system could automatically find what the 
“METRO” is : common feature, “METRO” logo . For the testing, we use different issues of the newspaper as 
shown in Figure 16. As we can see from the figure, images are rotated in various directions and has scale 
changes and also some test samples are occluded. ROC curve is shown in Figure 17. The result of RIGD 
descriptor is excellent. Due to the rotation of the test images, gray patch descriptor shows much less 
performance. Figure 18 shows the selected features during the boosting procedure. Many of the selected 
features are found on “METRO” logo with overlapping allowing redundant representation. 
 



 
Figure 15. All the training images of “METRO” Boston newspaper. 9 different issues of newspaper are used for training. 
 

 
 

Figure 16. All the test images of Boston “METRO” newspaper. Those test images are all different issues of the 
newspaper from the training samples. The system successfully find the common features “METRO” logo in the training 
images and knows what the “METRO” is. Of course, if we use different label to each issue, the system can learn what 
issue it is. 
 



 
 

 
Figure 17. ROC curve of “METRO” newspaper. Performance of rotation invariant descriptor is almost perfect while gray 
patches fail to find correspondences. Both Linear SVM and Boosting get perfect results. 
 

    
 

    
 

 
  Figure 18. Examples of selected local features during the boosting procedure. Top row (red circle) indicates the gray 
patch features and low row (white circles) indicates the RIGD local descriptor. The diameter of the circle is the support 
region of the descriptor: 15x15 pixels. Note that how different features are selected for gray patches and the RIGD 
descriptor. Rotation invariant features are mostly selected in “METRO” logo. 
 
 
5.2.3 Office Phone 
 
To compare the results to Heisele and Morgenstern [11], we use the same office phone object. Experimental 
setup is the same as theirs. 34 positive and 4000 negative images are used in the training and 114 positives 
and 9000 negatives are used in the testing. All the training and testing images are shown in Figure 19 and 
Figure 20. As same as the previous objects, we can see the ROC curve in Figure 21, RIGD shows better 
results than the gray patches. The system shows slightly worse results than the “with-grid” results of Heisele 
and Morgenstern system. As shown in Figure 22, features selected by the Boosting algorithm are most in the 



object parts, not in the backgrounds. 
 

 
Figure 19.  Positive training sequences. 34 images are taken from different viewpoints of the office phone. Local 
features are extracted from these images and good features are efficiently selected by the boosting framework. 
 

 
Figure 20. All the test images of the phone. Note that illuminations, scales, viewpoints, backgrounds are different from 
the training images. 



 

 
Figure 21. ROC curve of the office phone object. RIGD descriptor shows better performance than the gray patches. 
 

    

    
Figure 22. Some of the features selected by the boosting algorithm. Notice that different features for gray patches and 
RIGD descriptor are selected by the algorithm. Also note that most of the selected features are from the object and not 
from the background. 
 
5.2.4 AIBO Latte 
 
One of the advantages of geometry free recognition system is that even though the object parts changes their 
positions, still a chance to detect the object. We use Sony AIBO Latte miniature toy: the quadruped type toy 
that we can change its positions by moving its legs and a head. For the training images, AIBO is posed 
standing and take pictures from multiple viewpoints. Test images are taken by changing its position different 
such as sitting, lying as in the Figure 24. The result is interesting where gray patch descriptor shows better 
curve than the RIGD descriptor. This is due to the rotation invariance of the descriptor and simplicity of the 
object. In the expense of the rotation invariance, RIGD descriptor shows similar response on many points. For 
instance, local features along the edges around its face shows similar patterns when they are rotated. However, 
overall the system shows good curve. We will extend this system by using orientations of the descriptors in 
the future to solve this problem. 



 
Figure 23. All 42 training images of AIBO Latte ERS-310. AIBO is placed with standing posture and complete full 

views. 
 

 
Figure 24. All the test images of AIBO Latte ERS-310. AIBO is placed with different postures from the training set and 

also in the different backgrounds. 



 

 
Figure 25. ROC curve of AIBO object. Interestingly, gray patch descriptor shows better results than our RIGD descriptor. 

This is explained by the fact that rotation invariance  
 

      
Figure 26. Some of the selected features out of 2900 features in the pool by the boosting algorithm. First three columns 

show selected gray patches (red circle) and last three columns show selected RIGD descriptors (white circle). 
 

6 Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we do not exploit any geometric constraints for the object recognition. Our system uses local 
features developed in [2] and statistical learning classifiers. Local features based on sets of oriented Gaussian 
derivatives are efficiently implemented by “steerable filters”. Positive training images are used to extract local 
features and build a “feature pool”. For each feature in the pool, a maximum correlation is computed to make 
a “correlation feature” to be trained by SVM and boosting. We applied our system to face recognition and 
multiview 3D object recognition. ORL and CBCL face database showed excellent results. Even without 
geometric information, the system achieves state-of-the-art performance. A motivation for applying the 
system to multiview object recognition is that the system effectively integrates automatically multiview object 
models into one model by collecting sufficient number of distinctive and object specific local features from 
the training images. Unlike [2] where each local feature has the same priority during the matching, boosting 
algorithm selects specific features out of a large feature pool while tuning the threshold of matching each 
feature. Moreover, as we showed by testing the different issues of a newspaper, the system can find common 



features in the training images. As for the 3D objects such as a toy car and an AIBO, the system finds 
distinctive features in a certain viewpoint as well as the common features across viewpoints. 

If we consider geometric constraints, we expect that the system is able to learn from a smaller number of 
examples. We are currently working on an object recognition system that should be capable of learning from 
few examples using geometric constraints.  
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